
Old Vale of Leven Photographers 
There cannot be too many Vale folk passing middle age who, when they were young, did 
not make a trip up the close next to Glen’s shop in the Main Street to have their 
photograph taken in the studio and lab that lay behind.  Rigged out in their Sunday best or 
in their new school uniform the resulting images were much superior to the productions 
of the box brownies, instamatics and polaroids of the day and I’m sure some still grace 
the mantles, walls and side-boards invoking treasured memories. 
Having formal photographs taken has been a ritual n the Vale for about a hundred and 
fifty years.  One of the earliest of the photographers was William Colquhoun who started 
his business from his home in Linnbrane but by the time the 1878 Directory was 
published, had moved to Southend Cottage on the Main Street at the top of Bridge Street. 
Colquhoun’s work was of high quality and examples in the form of cartes-de-visite can 
occasionally be found showing the fashions and faces of the Vale in the 1860s and 1870s. 
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The first of the photographs dates from the late eighteen sixties and shows a young man, 
George Gillespie Young, who was born in 1860 and is raring to go with his shinty stick.  
Those were the days when shinty was the premier sport in the Vale.  He might well have 
been the son of the Young family who were saddlers in Bridge Street.  The second 
photograph was taken in a garden in Jamestown and shows Isabelle Wright in her finery.  
Most of the photographs in the little collection that I have are anonymous, no doubt 
discarded from a family album when memories of distant relatives have faded.  Not all 
the subjects are human.  In the third photograph, a pet terrier is captured for posterity. 
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At a slightly later date, other photographic businesses opened up in the Vale.  D. W. 
Gordon of Alexandria produced the next fine grouping of a family who were clearly very 
proud of their Vale heritage with the Public Hall in the background.  I do not know if this 
was indeed the view out of the photographer’s window, placing the studio in Main Street 
Bonhill, at the Bridge, or whether, and more likely, it is a painted backdrop.  The 
gentleman with the unusual facial hair was photographed by A. Robertson of Renton, the 
only photograph I have found from that source. 
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The final picture shows Maggie Munn and was taken by William Gilchrist.  He had a 
studio and shop at the Fountain in Alexandria and the family continued in business as 



photographers until the 1930s.  By the early 1900s, a number of other photographers rose 
to prominence including D. L. McKim in Renton whose family continued until the 1960s, 
W. T. Mollison of Alexandria, Riddel of Alexandria who moved their business to Girvan 
a few years before the first world war, Flowers of Alexandria, and at an even later date, 
Leddy and Glen. 
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